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Dark clouds emerging

Robust prices will pose upside risk: After witnessing a significant increase in costs courtesy rise
in coal prices (increasing by 12% between Mar-Oct’18), revision in gas prices (revised upwards
by 30% for captive power generation) and oil prices (WTI) increasing by 22%YoY in Oct’18, local
manufacturers increased prices by PkR49/23/bag in North/South. Prices have since sustained
their ground and average around PkR595/614bag in North/South for 7MFY19. Though our base
case assumes a conservative FY19 average price of PkR585/bag for North, prices standing their
ground even after commencement of CHCC’s expansion will result in upward revision in our
estimate where CHCC will be the biggest beneficiary due to the company being most sensitive to
a price change. While for South, we reiterate our expectation of not foreseeing any significant
pressure from commissioning of 2.4mn tons of capacity, however a decline in prices in North
will have spillover effects to the region. As such, our base case incorporates average prices of
PkR615/bag against current prices of PkR627/bag.
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Soft local demand increases the likelihood of price decline: Moving forward, demand for local
cement is expected to remain lackluster given the ongoing fiscal consolidation and economic
uncertainty weighing over private sector demand. Our market intelligence suggests that sales
numbers for Jan’18 are going to be disappointing as heavy rain and snowfall coupled with very
low temperatures in North take toll on demand. In our view, this raises the likelihood of pressure on prices as declining demand will make absorption of depreciation and finance cost of new
lines harder.
Investment Perspective: With a prospect of price decline lingering on the horizon, we advise
caution to investors as historically stock prices have been very expressive towards change in
local cement prices. We retain an underweight stance on the sector with FCCL as our top sell.
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Price decline on the horizon? The alarm bells of decline in prices have been set off as 2.2mn
tons of CHCC’s capacity has been commissioned on Jan 25’19. This capacity forms 5% of the
region’s capacity and marks the start of the year in which 9.4mn tons of capacity is expected to
be commissioned in the region. Historically, divergent trends were witnessed where commissioning of CHCC’s line-2 in Jan’17 led to a decline of PkR27/bag in region’s prices as local manufacturers tried to push their product. Au contraire, exports released the pressure off prices in
South after local manufacturers banked on clinker demand in Sri Lanka and Bangladesh to utilize
5.4mn tons of capacity commissioned in CY18. However, with north posting 6%YoY decline in
local demand for the region and Pakistani cement losing its market share in Afghanistan (exports
to Afghanistan down by 23%YoY in 6MFY19), we opine of scenario where prices are expected to
decline PKR30-40/bag in 2HFY19 as lack of demand will compel local manufacturers to push
towards price cuts in order to increase utilization especially in the wake of expected significant
capacity additions of 9.4mn tons (incorporated in our base case). To highlight, a PkR5/bag
change in cement prices impacts the bottomline of LUCK/DGKC/MLCF/CHCC/PIOC/FCCL by
PkR1.0/0.6/0.3/1.01/0.3/0.1/sh.
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We maintain our underweight stance on the sector with FCCL as our top sell and advise
caution to investors as historically, stock prices have been very expressive towards variation (particularly downwards) in local cement prices.
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Though our base case assumes a conservative FY19 average price of PkR585/bag (vs.
7MFY19 average of PkR595/bag) for North, should pricing stand its ground even after
commencement of CHCC’s expansion, this would result in upward revision in our estimates with CHCC itself being the biggest beneficiary.
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Commissioning of expansion by CHCC spells an oversupply situation for the local market
with a bleak demand outlook in backdrop, pointing towards significant pressure on prices (we expect prices to drop by PkR30-40/bag in 2HFY19).
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